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URION 2.0 MT3172

The Symbol : MT3172

Price : 99,99 zł
Line-in & Bluetooth Dual Mode Gaming 2.0 Speakers

Shipping within 24 hours 

Additional information

Availability High availability 

The Weight Of
The 0.752 kg

EAN 5906453131726

Description

Gaming 2.0 speakers with Bluetooth COBRA PRO URION 2.0 MT3172 is a set of two-way stereo speakers with RMS
power output of 8W.
Dual source of sound
Active Bluetooth 5.0 allows you to listen to music sent wirelessly from Bluetooth enabled device (eg. phone,
smartphone, tablet) straight to the speakers.
Classic cable connection of speakers with sound source via line-in.
URION 2.0 speakers perfectly reproduce the sound, making playing games, listening to music or watching movies
become a real pleasure.
On the cable there is a module that controls volume, backlighting (by touch) and BT/Line-in speaker mode.
Variable RGB LED Backlighting
The standard in gaming equipment is colorful RGB LED backlighting. The COBRA PRO URION 2.0 speakers could not
miss such a feature.
They provide full audiovisual experience, because satellites illuminated with RGB LEDs will emit sounds, but also
different colored lights in the rhythm of music.
The speakers also light up in fixed colors or in variable "rainbow" mode.
The set can be connected to:

Desktop computers,●

laptops,●

TVs,●

game consoles,●

portable audio players (e.g. phone, smartphone, tablet).●

The biggest advantages of URION 2.0 set:
High quality sound●

Gaming and minimalistic design●

Colorful RGB LED backlighting●

Possibility to connect external audio source via line-in or Bluetooth●

Features

Stereo speakers for gamers●

Dual sound source mode: Line-in & Bluetooth 5.0●

Music power: RMS 8W, PMPO 320W●

Impedance 4Ω●
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Frequency response: 180 ~ 20000 Hz●

Touch RGB changeable illumination●

Controlling module on cable●

Cable length (before/after module): ~80cm / ~110cm●

Audio input: jack stereo 3,5mm, Bluetooth 5.0●

Powered from USB port●

Speaker dimensions: 82x180x110mm●

Weight: 752g●
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